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ABSTRACT
In 1997, Indiana University (IU) began a purposeful and
steady drive to expand the use of supercomputers and what
we now call cyberinfrastructure. In 2001, IU implemented
the first 1 TFLOPS supercomputer owned by and operated
for a single US University. In 2013, IU made an analogous in-
vestment and achievement at the 1 PFLOPS level: Big Red
II, a Cray XE6/XK7, was the first supercomputer capable of
1 PFLOPS (theoretical) performance that was a dedicated
university resource [2]. IU′s high performance computing
(HPC) resources have fostered innovation in disciplines from
biology to chemistry to medicine. Currently, 185 disciplines
and sub disciplines are represented on Big Red II with a
wide variety of usage needs. Quantitative data suggest that
investment in this supercomputer has been a good value to
IU in terms of academic achievement and federal grant in-
come. Here we will discuss how investment in Big Red II
has benefited IU, and argue that locally-owned computa-
tional resources (scaled appropriately to needs and budgets)
may be of benefit to many colleges and universities. We
will also discuss software tools under development that will
aid others in quantifying the benefit of investment in high
performance computing to their campuses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1997, Indiana University (IU) began a purposeful and
steady drive to expand the use of supercomputers and what
we now call cyberinfrastructure. This was one part of the
IU Information technology organization response to a direc-
tive and challenge from then President Myles Brand for IU
to be a “leader in absolute terms in the use and application
of IT.” In 2001, IU implemented the first 1 TFLOPS super-
computer owned by and operated for a single US University.
In 2013, IU made a similar achievement at the 1 PFLOPS
level: Big Red II, a Cray XE6/XK7, was the first super-
computer capable of 1 PFLOPS (theoretical) performance
owned by a US university and funded exclusively with uni-
versity funds. This means that IU was free to use this sys-
tem entirely based on university priorities to best further
the mission of IU. (There were of course prior to this other
PFLOPS+ systems located at other universities – but these
were funded in significant part with federal funds and were
allocated in part as national resources, with federal guidance
on how these systems were to be used and allocated). IU’s
strategy in high performance computing (HPC) has been to
have locally funded resources available to the IU research
community to enhance the research and creative activities
of the IU community under what we refer to as a principle of
abundance in which we make resources available to the re-
search community as a whole, without application processes,
with usage allocated on a fair share basis. To a first order
approximation, the more people want to compute, the more
they can compute.
We previously reported on the resources, support, and
impact of HPC resources at IU [34–36]. Big Red II was pur-
chased at a time of fiscal and political uncertainty. As a
result, we felt particularly compelled to make strong com-
mitments about the value IU would reap from the acquisition
and use of this system. Thus, as part of our justification for
funding of the system by the university, we made a com-
mitment that the system would be used by and useful to
researchers, clinicians, scholars, and artists representing at
least 150 disciplines and sub-disciplines at IU. In this paper,
we will describe Big Red II, the system and human resources
that support and enable operation of Big Red II, the usage
of Big Red II by the IU community, and some of the lessons
we have learned in the implementation and use of Big Red
II. Most importantly, we argue that regardless of the size of
a local HPC resource, a HPC resource owned by and oper-
ated in keeping with the research priorities of a college or
university can be an important asset to research, creativity,
and scholarly accomplishment.
IU’s implementation of advanced information technology
services has been guided by faculty input since the very first
days of the Research Computing Center at Indiana Univer-
sity. The first director of this center was noted astronomer
Marshall C. Wrubel. More recently, the IU Chief Informa-
tion Officer has been a faculty member and has received
guidance from various faculty committees to develop strate-
gic plans for IT for the entire university. Examples include
the strategic architectural plan for IT, which was approved
by the Trustees of Indiana University [11], and a 2005 re-
port from a blue ribbon panel called the “Indiana University
Cyberinfrastructure Research Taskforce” [9]. That report
identified as a priority for IU that the central IT organi-
zation provide “education and training that is suitable to
the particular needs of individuals in particular areas of re-
search, clinical, engineering, and artistic pursuit”. The im-
plementation of Big Red II was one aspect of the central IT
organization’s specific responses to this taskforce report.
We will also discuss how, in our experience, it is beneficial
for colleges and universities to have local advanced HPC re-
sources or supercomputers with human resources to support
the users. We will also discuss some tools that can be used
by others to justify investments in cyberinfrastructure.
2. BIGRED II AND SUPPORTING SYSTEM
AND HUMAN RESOURCES
By supercomputing we mean very large scale parallel com-
puting systems with a low-latency internal network (and
recognize that the old saw “if it costs more than $1M, its
probably a supercomputer” has a lot of merit). By high per-
formance computing (HPC) we mean any sort of integrated
parallel computing system, including very small computer
clusters that may have an internal network with modest per-
formance characteristics.
2.1 System Resources
Big Red II [1] is a Cray XE6/XK7 supercomputer (Figure
1) with a total of 1020 compute nodes: 676 CPU/GPU com-
pute nodes, each containing one CPU, one NVIDIA Tesla
K20 GPU accelerator with a single Kepler GK110 GPU and
344 dual-CPU nodes. Having both CPUs and GPUs as part
of the architecture allows researchers and students at IU to
be able to choose the kind of compute resources that are
best for their software to achieve the best performance, thus
catering to both CPU and GPU computing users.
Big Red II is the flagship supercomputer of the university;
but there are other HPC machines at IU. They are Karst (a
high throughput and serial jobs cluster) and Mason (which
is designed for high memory jobs). In addition, IU also runs
Jetstream [31, 33] and Wrangler [17] that are part of the
XSEDE [38] national cyberinfrastructure. These two sys-
tems are available to researchers across the country through
an allocation system. In addition to the compute resources,
we have storage systems that make it possible to use the
supercomputers at scale. HPC users produce large amounts
of data during their runs that require a huge number of I/O
operations. The Data Capacitor II [6] filesystem is 6 PB par-
allel file system that can support this kind of usage. There
is a home file system for more permanent storage for data
that is used day to day and a 15 PB tape archive for archival
needs.
Figure 1: Big Red II in the IU data center.
2.2 Organizational Structure
The central information technology services for IU are pro-
vided under the leadership of the Office of Vice President
for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer.
The areas that UITS supports include Enterprise Systems,
Learning Technologies, Client Services, Networks, Clinical
Affairs, and Research Technologies (RT). Research Tech-
nologies is also a core component of the Indiana University
Pervasive Technology Institute (IUPTI) [15], a collaborative
organization that encompasses leadership and staff from IU’s
School of Informatics, Maurer School of Law, and College of
Arts and Sciences. Within IUPTI, we integrate the process
of creating, hardening, delivering, and supporting new infor-
mation technology and cyberinfrastructure services. IUPTI
has received funding from various sources – primarily US
federal science agencies. The fact that Research Technolo-
gies and IUPTI report administratively to the CIO (with
strong collaboration with academic units at our university)
means that advanced cyberinfrastructure support – includ-
ing HPC systems – is well integrated with and leverages all
of the core services of the central IT organization.
2.2.1 Pervasive Technology Institute
IUPTI has two types of affiliated centers: Research Cen-
ters, and Service and Cyberinfrastructure Centers. Research
Technologies (RT) is a Service and Cyberinfrastructure (CI)
Center. RT provides comprehensive HPC services for IU. As
such, RT runs and manages the supercomputers and offers
consulting and support services to users.
2.3 Human Resources
As stated previously, RT offers robust support services for
HPC users at IU. There is an online resource called the IU
Knowledge Base (KB) [12] that provides answers to hun-
dreds of questions that a user of our HPC systems might
have. This resource has been in place for decades, and when
it has the answer to a user’s question, is a more reliable way
to deliver the proper command syntax than reading a com-
mand over the phone. More information about the value,
cost- effectiveness, and utility of the Knowledge Base at IU
is available [29]. While IU uses a system developed at IU
(now in its 3rd generation), there are now many tools avail-
able and accessible for implementation of a KB at colleges
and universities of all sizes. Examples include the hosted
service offered by the University of Wisconsin- Madison [21]
and the KB service built on Confluence [4] used by the Uni-
versity at Albany[20]. At IU, there are several teams of staff
who support users, including:
• A team that does basic application support and also
long term extended support for complex issues, includ-
ing helping with performance tuning.
• A specialized team that does support for data statis-
tical, data analytics, and mathematical applications.
• A visualization team that can assist with application
of visual technologies and visualizing complex data.
• A team that focuses promoting and supporting use of
supercomputers digital humanities team assists users
with using supercomputers in humanities research
• A team that can help the computing center and users
with automating workflows through convenient web-
based workflow systems called science gateways [28].
As we will demonstrate with data in the following sections,
and as we have described elsewhere, our experience is that
a strong support infrastructure – people – is important to
promote and enable effective local use of hardware resources
[27]. And even for researchers who need hardware not avail-
able locally, expert support can help those researchers obtain
allocations on federally funded CI systems like XSEDE or
INCITE [10] for example. XSEDE has a Campus Champi-
ons [3] program which is a way to keep specific appropriate
people at a university informed about the resources offered
through XSEDE and the allocation policies that are being
followed.
3. IMPLEMENTING BIG RED II AS A RE-
SOURCE IMPORTANT TO MANY DIS-
CIPLINES AT IU
3.1 Dedication and Early User Phase
In our experience, while events through out the academic
year are important for bringing in new users and for keeping
existing users updated, the time when a machine is first in-
troduced is critical. We found that there need to be specific
outreach efforts at probable users of the system and bringing
them in during the early user phase. This way the system
can go through its motions and the administrators can even
out any issues before the production day. This period usu-
ally lasts anywhere from a few months to up to an year for
experimental systems.
In addition to having an early user phase, we found that
it was valuable to organize a dedication ceremony that can
have an impact on the entire university audience. We made
sure that the ceremony stressed the importance of the new
system to the university community and made everyone no-
tice it. This is a one time opportunity that does not come
around again until the next new machine is purchased and
dedicated to the university.
3.2 Usage
The operating system on Big Red II is the Cray Linux En-
vironment [5] (based on SUSE Linux SLES 11). Users of Big
Red II have access to their home directories with a 100 GB
quota and a high speed scratch space that is for temporary
storage of research data. Access to the system is through
any SSH [16] client that users can run on their desktops or
laptops. Users connect to one of two login nodes for Big Red
II that they are directed to in a round-robin fashion. Login
nodes are intended for light interactive tasks such as setting
up the (shell) environment by exporting the right variables
for use by various applications, compiling applications, or
setting up input and output directories for the jobs that run
on the compute nodes.
Given the shared nature of the login nodes, all of the
computational work that users do happens on the compute
nodes. There are 1020 compute nodes on Big Red II, but at
any point in time, there is more demand than can be satis-
fied. These nodes are therefore allocated through a schedul-
ing system. Big Red II uses the TORQUE resource manager
[30] and the Moab Workload Manager [13] to manage and
schedule jobs. Big Red II uses a fair share scheduling algo-
rithm to set job priorities for users. Administrators set a
usage goal for each user and when a user exceeds that goal,
that user’s jobs are given a lower scheduling priority [8].
There are multiple queues on Big Red II setup for different
kinds of usage. There are separate queues for GPU and CPU
applications and separate debug queues for people running
quick jobs that are in testing phase. Users submit scripts
using the “qsub” command and these scripts specify the job
requirements like the amount of compute time needed, the
number of compute nodes required and the type of compute
nodes is specified through the queue type selected.
We strongly encourage and assist users in doing a bench-
marking and scaling study of their code(s) to ensure that the
applications are being run with the most efficient number of
compute nodes. This is especially true for users running
large numbers of jobs, as even a few percentage points im-
provement in performance can have a big impact over a few
thousand jobs.
4. EDUCATION, OUTREACHANDSUPPORT
There are many very positive aspects of supporting stu-
dents who are “digital natives” in terms of IT support in
general. However, to the current generation of students who
grow up using touchscreen devices that are highly intuitive,
supercomputers are not what they expect. The vast major-
ity of supercomputers run some version of Linux and are still
almost always accessed through text terminals with a com-
mand line interface. Given this less than user-friendly com-
puting environment, we found that it is important to have a
strong education, outreach and support structure available
for the users.
4.1 Outreach and Training
In this section we will describe all the activities that we
think are important in making HPC accessible to the stu-
dents and faculty on a university campus. If you consider
a large public university, thousands of new students and
tens of new faculty members come in every year. On top of
this, computing hardware gets upgraded every three to five
years and software changes happen even more frequently. To
develop a new, larger user community and keep the exist-
ing HPC user community informed about the available re-
sources, we host more than a dozen outreach events on cam-
pus every year. This includes presentations at departmental
meetings, workshops for beginner and advanced users, data
center tours, on site support for classes making use of HPC
resource.
When Big Red II was first dedicated in 2013, we did a pre-
launch workshop for the machine’s launch that drew more
than 100 people from the campus. We also did an intro-
duction to Big Red II workshop after the machine went into
production. Our goal was to get to 150 disciplines using the
system, which is not possible with just the traditional HPC
user departments like physics and chemistry. We also held
information sessions for non-traditional user departments on
campus. During the introduction to Big Red II workshops,
we noticed that many attendees are not familiar with Linux.
Many new comers to the HPC field do not usually have ex-
perience with command line terminals. IU started offering
an introductory Linux class that is co-located with the intro-
ductory HPC workshop to address this problem. We also of-
fer more focused workshops for specific research groups and
departments. Since Big Red II was dedicated in the spring of
2013, we held 83 education, outreach, and training events at
IU to promote its use. We reached over 2,000 faculty, staff,
and students from across all the IU campuses. Coupled with
over twenty news releases aimed at drawing attention to the
capabilities of Big Red II, this outreach helped us immensely
in achieving our goals. Even with these extensive outreach
and training opportunities, there are more users who could
benefit from our services.
4.2 Big Red II User Base
One of the critical challenges for us was to measure, track
progress against, and then verify that we had achieved the
goal of having researchers and students representing at least
150 disciplines using Big Red II. We began collecting these
data as we set up the signup system for people to get new
accounts on Big Red II. As accounts were requested, users
Figure 2: Users are asked indicate their discipline
and sub-disciplines, if applicable, during the account
creation process using this form. The form shown
here is for Karst, but the Big Red II form is essen-
tially identical.
indicated the disciplines and sub-disciplines appropriate to
describe their research. An image of the form people see to
indicated disciplines is shown in Figure 2. A full listing of
the disciplines and sub-disciplines is available online at [7].
4.3 Evaluation of the System
One of the primary means by which we evaluate all of the
IT services at IU is through an annual survey of user satis-
faction. The survey and methodology have been described
previously [29]. In short, we contract with an independent
survey organization within IU to do a stratified randomized
survey sampling undergraduate students, graduate students,
staff, and faculty. We measure usage (the percentage of the
user community that indicate that they make use of Big
Red II and other supercomputers), satisfaction scores (on a
standard 5 point Likert scale), and what we refer to as a
satisfaction percentage – the percentage of respondents who
answer a score of 3 or higher where 5 is “extremely satis-
fied”).
The survey asks about HPC systems generally, so the re-
sults include Big Red II plus our other high performance
computing systems, but these results and user comments in
the survey tend to focus on the flagship system at any given
time – which has been Big Red II since it was put into ser-
vice. We note that the percentage of people who indicate
that they use Big Red II is actually higher than the percent-
age of people who have accounts and run jobs on the system.
Our interpretation (which we have confirmed through inter-
views) is that this discrepancy comes from group leaders who
“use” Big Red II in the sense of making use of it as a tool
in their labs, but delegate the actual use of the computer
and do not personally have accounts on the system. Data
Supercomputers
and HPC
Average rating
(out of 5)
Satisfaction Usage
2016 4.09 95.32% 16.68%
2015 4.22 96.71% 13.64%
Table 1: The table shows the average user ratings of
supercomputers and HPC at IU across all campuses
for 2015 and 2016. The survey takers are considered
to be satisfied if they give at at least a 3 rating to the
services. The percentage of respondents who said
they used the service is displayed under the Usage
column.
Figure 3: Disciplines available for user selection on
Big Red II. The Arts (Fine and Performing) section
is expanded to show the five sub-disciplines that are
represented on Big Red II.
for usage and satisfaction of IU high performance comput-
ing systems and supercomputers for the last two years are
displayed in Table 1. The community surveyed is what we
traditionally think of as the research community – faculty,
staff, and graduate students. Full details are available online
at [19], and contains yearly survey information from the last
20+ years.
5. VALUEASSESSMENTOFHPC INVEST-
MENTS AT IU
In 2005, the Indiana University Cyberinfrastructure Re-
search Taskforce identified “Providing education and train-
ing that is suitable to the particular needs of individuals in
particular areas of research, clinical, engineering, and artis-
tic pursuit” [24] as a useful approach to accelerating the use
of cyberinfrastructure. To further that goal, Indiana Uni-
versity promised at the time of dedication of Big Red II to
“have such a breadth of impact that Big Red II would matter
Figure 4: Number of distinct disciplines and sub-
disciplines of users of Big Red II (self-reported) FY
2013-2016
to at least 150 disciplines and sub-disciplines at IU”, with
a special focus on biological and biomedical disciplines, hu-
manities, and the arts [32]. In order to fulfill this promise,
administrators needed to to better understand what research
was actually being performed on the machine. We thus
asked users, at the time of account creation request, to self-
select up to three disciplines from a total of 381 disciplines.
Not restricted to the science disciplines typical of supercom-
puter users, the disciplines included the sub-disciplines of
Fine Arts, Humanities, and Sport Science as well as life sci-
ence, physics, and informatics (Fig. 3). By the end of FY
2014, IU researchers representing a total of 144 disciplines
and sub-disciplines were using Big Red II, and by the end
of FY 2016 the number had increased to 180 (Fig. 4).
Another way we have assessed the value of Big Red II (and
other parts of IU’s advanced cyberinfrastructure) is through
interviews [14]. We contracted with an assessment group at
another university to conduct interviews of faculty members
who make extensive use of IU’s supercomputers and HPC
systems. This report is online and contains a number of
anecdotes and analyses about the value of supercomputers
such as Big Red II [14].
5.1 XDMoD Value Analytics
XDMoD (XD Metrics on Demand) [22] is an NSF-funded
open source tool designed to audit and facilitate the utiliza-
tion of the XSEDE cyberinfrastructure by providing a wide
range of metrics on XSEDE resources, including resource
utilization, resource performance, and impact on scholar-
ship and research. We are developing novel modules to be
added to the existing CI metrics tool to enable assessment
of the value of investment in campus-based CI in scientific
terms (number of publications) and in financial terms (grant
income from researchers who use campus CI as compared to
those who do not). IU has over the past several years been
developing a set of tools that links financial information –
such as grant awards to IU faculty members – with usage of
our supercomputers and HPC systems. This allows quan-
tification of financial income to the university in the form of
grants and contracts with usage of our supercomputer and
HPC systems. IU is now collaborating with The Univer-
sity at Buffalo to add these capabilities to Open XDMoD, a
widely used software tool that enables analysis of usage of
HPC systems and supercomputers.
XDMoD is already straightforward to install and operate.
XDMoD VA [23] will allow cyberinfrastructure centers and
IT organizations to quantify the scientific and financial value
of investments in HPC systems and supercomputers. XD-
MoD VA is being developed so that it can be implemented
with or without direct connections to a university or col-
lege’s local financial systems. Where that is permitted by
policy and practice XDMoD VA will enable analysis of all
sorts of grants and contracts received by a particular insti-
tution. If it is not possible for a college or university’s IT
organization to have direct read access from the institution’s
financial systems then XDMoD VA will provide the capabil-
ity to download NSF and NIH grant awards from the NIH
and NSF grant data and perform an analysis against of data
using these two federal funding agencies. We recognize that
it may be relatively common that institutional policies re-
strict access to internal financial management systems, and
this capability will enable institutions to work with data
from the NIH and NSF which are in many cases the most
significant sources of grant income for an academic institu-
tion.
5.2 Return on Investment
All IU grants IU College of
Arts and Sci-
ence grants
FY 2014 $11.7 million $6.5 million
FY 2015 $24.5 million $11.2 million
FY 2016 $39.8 million $14.0 million
Table 2: The table shows the grant income to
PIs/Co-PIs with accounts on Big Red II university-
wide at IU and also specifically in the College of
Arts and Science (COAS).
Existing studies of return on investment (ROI) in campus
CI show that a steady and significant investment in high
performance computing is very likely to lead to increases
in publications and grant income [25, 26, 37]. Big Red II
exemplifies this, having made its debut in 2013 on the Top
500 [18] most powerful computer systems list at #46. Table
2 shows the IU grant income for FY ’14, ’15 and ’16 accord-
ing to PI/Co-PI team use of Big Red II. The grant income
is separated for the College of Arts and Science given that
it is a much more relatable department that is present in
many, if not most, institutions of higher education.
Big Red II, personnel, and support will have a total aver-
age cost, over the expected 5 year lifespan of the system, of
something lower than $15 million dollars total. At roughly
the halfway point of the life of Big Red II, grants to IU re-
searchers that use this system total just under $40 M. A
rough projection might be that over the lifespan of Big Red
II the total grant awards brought to IU by PI/ Co-PI teams
that use Big Red II will total $90 M. Of that, roughly one
third might come to IU budgeted in grant awards as roughly
$30M in facilities and administration funds. That’s roughly
$6M per year in facilities and administration monies to IU
when IU’s investment per year in Big Red II is $3M per
year. In other words, the facilities and administration funds
income to IU that comes along with grant awards to people
who use Big Red II is twice what Big Red II costs to op-
erate. Factor in the value of increased competitiveness for
grant funds overall and impact on total grant income, and
the scientific value of the research done with Big Red II, and
all together one can make a qualitative but seemingly rea-
sonable argument that Big Red II is a reasonable investment
for the University. There are qualitative parts to this argu-
ment, and some of it depends implicitly on value judgments
(such as “there is significant value to research done with su-
percomputers that could not be done without them”). But
it’s an argument reasonably supported by data and an ar-
gument that constitutes a reasonable start for facts-based
discussions about investment priorities within a college or
university. The ability to have the data that enable such
discussions is overall the most important aspect of the data
collection activities in which we have engaged and the ca-
pabilities that XDMoD VA will put into the hands of many
colleges and universities.
5.3 A Scalable Model for HPC Investment
Many institutions may be able to invest at some level in
a local flagship HPC or supercomputer system, but perhaps
not one with capacity and capability to meet all local com-
putational needs. IU for example cannot meet all of the
local demand for computer resources. Or, some institutions
may not be able to invest in a central HPC flagship system
at all. In these cases, investment in personnel to enable use
of federally-funded HPC and supercomputer systems can be
of great benefit to a university or college of most any size.
The basic components of HPC system are compute, a net-
worked file system that is backed up and parallel scratch file
system that is not backed up. The size of this system can be
flexible and it can be configured to be built up to increase
capacity later. The number of employees that are needed
to effectively support this system depends on what kind of
uptime and response time is expected. This is a difficult
number to define as much depends on the usage model of
hardware and the service expectations. From what we have
observed in the HPC field in academia, about three full time
employees could run the hardware described here, but more
would be needed to do user support and outreach. This also
does not address outages and issues that happen during non-
business hours.
If this is not a possibility, having a few people on cam-
pus who are interested in HPC and are placed in a position
within a department or organization that does IT support be
XSEDE Campus Champions [3] is a great way to get inside
information on the various HPC resources that are available
as part of the national HPC infrastructure. Campus Cham-
pions get sample allocations on all the XSEDE resources,
which makes it possible to quickly provide access to people
on campus who are considering getting an account on one
of those resources. Campus Champions can also be the de
facto HPC user support person on the campus for both local
and XSEDE resources.
For teaching colleges that do not have research as part
of their organizational mission, having a small HPC sys-
tem locally that can be used for teaching purposes or hav-
ing a Campus Champion on campus that can get training
accounts on XSEDE resources might make sense. More-
over, owning local supercomputing and HPC infrastructure
does not preclude the institution from foregoing access to the
national cyberinfrastructure that is available to researchers
through XSEDE and other organizations. In fact, having
an appropriate amount of local resources can act as a cata-
lyst for local users to request and get more resources from
national providers. And it is also true that while a univer-
sity can hope to address 90% of the local needs by having
local resources in place, it would not always be financially
possible to address 100% of user needs. It might just make
more financial sense to guide and support users with large
requirements on national resources.
6. CONCLUSION
Our experience is that local investments in supercomput-
ing and HPC resources and appropriate human resources fos-
ter and enhance innovation and academic achievement. Lo-
cal resources reduce the hurdles that researchers and scholars
needs to cross before getting access to HPC resources and
this is having a transformative effect on departments. We
are able to relate grants to Big Red II users at our univer-
sity and this suggests that the benefits to the university in
terms of grant income is a good value for the investment in
supercomputing resources. Universities and colleges should
consider investments in HPC at the appropriate scale for
their campuses and they can use the XDMoD VA tools in
development to quantitatively evaluate the benefit of the
investments to their campuses. We conclude this in the ba-
sis of interviews and on the basis of linkage of use of our
HPC and supercomputing systems and grant success for IU
researchers.
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